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OUTLINE OF CLASS 2
• MOSFET : basic theory. 
• Threshold voltage
• MOSFET current-voltage 
characteristics. 
• Short Channel Effects
• MOSFET scaling and scaling strategies
• Scaled MOSFETS
• Limits of Scaling
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MOS Energy Band Diagram (I)
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Band Diagram (II)
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Charge vs. surf. potential
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MOSFET: beyond the basics
• Subthreshold characteristics
• Velocity saturation
• Short channel effects
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Transfer I-V characteristics
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Subthreshold region
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Subthreshold current
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Velocity-field relationship
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Velocity saturation
• Because of velocity 
saturation, the saturation 
of drain current in a short 
channel device occurs at 
a lower voltage than 
(Vgs-Vt)
• This causes the 
saturation current to 
deviate from the 
quadratic Vgs 
dependence predicted for 
the long channel
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Short Channel Effects (I)
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Short Channel Effects (II)
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Short Channel Effects (III)
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Short channel VT roll-off
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2D simulation of potential
Long channel Short channel
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Drain-induced barrier lowering
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OUTLINE OF CLASS 2
• MOSFET : basic theory. 
• Threshold voltage
• MOSFET current-voltage characteristics. 
• Short Channel Effects
• MOSFET scaling and scaling strategies
• Scaled MOSFETS
• Limits of Scaling
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MOSFET SCALING
Device scaling: simplified design rules for shrinking 
device dimensions to density and performance 
gains and power reduction 
Principle of constant field scaling (Dennard, 1978)
1900 1950 1960 1970 2000
Vacuum
Tube
Transistor IC LSI ULSI
10 cm cm mm 10 μm 100 nm
In 100 years, the feature size has been reduced 
by one million times
10-1m 10-2m 10-3m 10-5m 10
-7m
Downsizing of the components has been 
the driving force for circuit evolution
Scaling
1. Reduce Capacitance
Reduce switching time of MOSFETs
Reduce power consumption
2. Increase number of Transistors
Increase functionality
Parallel processing
Increase circuit operation speed
VLSI textbook (Mead and Conway)
Finally, there appears to be a fundamental 
limit 10 of approximately quarter micron 
channel length, where certain physical 
effects such as the tunneling through the 
gate oxide and fluctuations in the positions 
of impurities in the depletion layers begin to 
make the devices of smaller dimension 
unworkable.
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Predictions of Scaling limits since IC 
started
Period Expected limit       Cause 
Late 1970’s 1µm:           SCE
Early 1980’s 0.5µm:       S/D resistance
Early 1980’s 0.25µm:     Direct-tunneling of gate SiO2
Late 1980’s 0.1µm:         Several
Today               50nm:            Several
Today               <10nm: Fundamental? 
Fundamental: electron wave length (10nm), tunneling
distance(3nm), atom distance (0.3nm)
Qi Xinag, ECS 2004, AMD
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Constant field scaling (I)
The principle of constant field scaling lies in 
scaling the device voltages and the device 
dimensions (horizontal and vertical) by the 
same factor, k>1 , such that the electric field 
distribution within the device remains 
unchanged.
Issues: short-channel effects, power density, 
reliability
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Constant field scaling (II)
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Generalized scaling
• It allows the electric field to scale up
• by a factor α, while device 
dimensions scale down by κ
• Voltages scale by α/κ
• More flexible than constant-field 
scaling, but has power and reliability 
concerns
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Constant voltage scaling
• Special case of generalized  scaling 
with  α = κ
• Threshold voltage remains 
unchanged
• Physically incorrect since electric field
increases (reliability) and power 
density increases
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Practical scaling
• CMOS technology has gone through a 
mixture of constant voltage and constant 
field scaling steps, partially due to system 
level needs. As a result, field and power 
density has gone up, but performance gain 
has been maintained and power per circuit 
has come down.
• Reliability requirements continue to be met
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CMOS Technology generations
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Non-scaling factors
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Other non-scaling factors
• Source and drain resistances
• Doping level limited by solid solubility
• Junction abruptness limited by annealing
• Polysilicon gate depletion
• Inversion layer thickness
• Process tolerances:
• Gate length
• Dopant number fluctuation
